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About This Content

Note! You can purchase only 1 Pack of the same value to 1 Star Conflict account.
Note! Refund is not provided if you purchase 2 different packs, which include the same ship or you already have the ship from

the pack!

Includes:

"Fat Wallet" 10 000 Galactic Standards!

"Gold VIP" Permanent 10% bonus to credit gain and a 10% bonus to ships synergy gain - speed up the
development of your ships!

Unique Federation interceptor "Superkite" 6 rank

Unique Empire fighter "Desert Eagle" 9 rank

"Personal Storage" Get the maximum warehouse space for modules and weapons!

"Decorations" Unique set of 5 stickers for your ships!

Unique patterns "Titan" and "Cerberus"
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Special modifications of Imperial and Federation ships have increased main weapon damage, higher critical hit chance
and more effective capacitors, which is extremely important for potent frigates as well as agile interceptors.

Premium ships
All premium ships don't need repairs. Such ships have ‘Elite’ status — maximum battle parameters and increased free synergy

production. All premium ships have unique appearance and are shipped with maximum synergy.

You save time and head into battle right away!

Unique stickers — An excellent opportunity to stand out among mercenaries.
Galactic standards — a special in-game currency that can be purchased for real money. With it, advancing in the game is

made easier and more comfortable.
Synergy is a mesure of your experience with a ship. Synergy is used to increase ship level and improve its combat

characteristics.
Premium license grants all pilots greater rewards for each battle.

In addition, pilots get more credit vouchers for completing contracts!
Pilots who receive premium licenses from command master new ships faster due to increased synergy gain in combat.

And when the battle ends, pilots with a premium license have two bonus attempts at trophy search — this means that the chance
of getting new unique equipment becomes higher!

If you purchase multiple DLC, bonuses to credits, synergy and credit gain are added to each other. Together, they
provide a greater bonus!

Premium license time and Galactic Standards are also added!
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Very fun game and for the price it's totally worth it.
Not too easy and not too hard, just right and the crafting and adventuring\/exploring is fun, also the combat is satisfying.
Plus the out of combat music is chill and remids me of some of the levels from alice madness returns, which i love.
Some minor annoying things are the op scyhte traps, but with armor\/speed potion they are manageable, or if you can find a way
around them, which makes them kinda fun.

Also some nice additions to the game would be GUI scaling and FOV slider.

All in all, surprisingly fun game to waste time on and i see myself playing this for a long while, keep up the great work devs!.
Dearest Ryo from legendary Shenmue!
This is so easy for recommend, and price is fair IMO.. Neat little casual game but better belongs on a phone.. I bought it
thinking that it would support ps4 controllers but it really did not dissapointing.. For 17,99€ its NOT worth it but for 1,79€ its
not that bad. Yes it has a lot of bugs, the music is♥♥♥♥♥♥but for this price you are not gonna get a good game like bmg drive
or a nfs game.
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After some update I can no longer move in the game. Saw in the discussions that another person had the same issue and there
has been no response to the issue. I went a head and asked if that person ever figured it out or found a solution. They have not
and apparently the people in charge of this game have abandoned it. At least, that's the impression that I got when there has been
no response in this time frame.. Pretty fun game once you got the hang of it.
The models dont look very detailed, but on the plus side there are quite a few ship to choose from (with different looks,
different weopon configurations, speeds etc.) to build your own fleet.
In the beginning the battles can be challenging, but after a few hours of playing you just tend to spam the ememy with torpedo-
planes and submarines to take out the battleships from the distance - would really be awesome if the AI would balance the
battles better in the late game stages.. Updated review: to restart a level, press space!

This game is a lot of fun.. Ark Park is a VR escape-the-room game where you play as a man trapped in an endless void. The
exact color and contents of the void change, but it is usually white with a large picture of a dinosaur and some floating letters
spelling out the word "Loading..."

This is where you will spend the bulk of the game, but it is not the only location in the game. Occassionally you will hallucinate
being in a strange, verdant land filled with dinosaurs and annoying robots.

I beleive these hallucinations are supposed to be hints on how to escape the room, and their solution involves the dinosaur
picture, but I have yet to figure it out.

Needless to say, Ark Park is quite a challenging escape-the-room game, but if these kinds of games are your thing, I'm sure
you'll enjoy it. 9/10. What a piece of garbage!
I thought this would be a great reboot of the original game. It quickly became laborious and sucked all the fun out of playing it.
Would rather have a herd of buffalo stomp on my coin purse for 8 hours, than play this game another time. Finished it out of
sheer stubbornness. This is a bad console to PC port. Not even worth the $4.99 I spent on it.

1. AI characters are stupid and easily fooled. No challenge
2. Controls are awkward on keyboard/mouse
3. They added a girlfriend to main characte'rs storyline, but there was no need.
4. Hover Bike level was completely unnecessary and worthless.
5. Achievements are all based on playing this game over and over for many hours. Who wants to play this game more than once?

Ugh... run away as fast as you can.. Always waned to be last thing that changes someones fate forever?
If you answered YES, then this game is for you.
If your answer was no - try before saying no, you will enjoy it
666/10. At first, I thought this was just another rpgmaker generic game. But, after my friend had recommended it, I decided to
give it a chance and bought it during a sale. Oh boy, this game broke me. It's one of those games whose story can get into your
soul, especially its ending. The gameplay and graphics are rpgmaker, so nothing new, but buy it for the plot, especially if you are
an adult or moving to adulthood.. This game is great!
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